Abstract-Peak strain of concrete is an important mechanical parameter. Previous studies have found that the peak strain of recycled aggregate concrete (RAC) is significantly different with natural aggregate concrete (NAC). This paper collected peak strain test data of domestic and foreign scholars and derived the calculation equation of RAC peak strain by using the method of modifying the NAC peak strain equation. The new calculation equation involved the parameter of recycled aggregate (RA) replacement ratio and could be suited for both RAC and NAC. The calculation results show that the new equation's calculated value has a high degree of similarity with the test data. The results of this study can provide a reference value for the recycled aggregate concrete application in structure engineering.
INTRODUCTION
Recycled aggregate concrete (RAC) is reuse of construction and demolition waste as recycled aggregates (RA) in new concrete. It is beneficial from the view point of environmental protection and resources reservation. Over the past 100 years, the study of recycled aggregate concrete has achieved fruitful research results and some practical engineering also applied it.
Previous studies have shown that RAC has the characteristics of low strength, high strain and high brittleness compared with natural aggregate concrete (NAC). P.J.Nixon [1] listed out the results of RAC studied by scholars before 1978, and pointed out the compressive strength of concrete with RA is generally decreased compared with NAC. T.C.Hansen [2] summarized the existing test results of RAC and generally accepted that when natural sand is used, up to 30% of natural crushed aggregate can be replaced with coarse recycled aggregate without significant changes in the mechanical properties of concrete. The peak strain of RAC not only reflects the basic characteristics but also an important data for stress-strain curve, at present, the research on peak strain is still limited. G-F.Belé n et al [3] studied on the volumetric strain of RAC and found that when the test is performed in load control rate, the maximum volumetric strain values increase with increasing percentages of recycled aggregate, whereas when the test is performed in strain control rate these maximum values decrease. In any case, the concretes with 20% replacement of the coarse aggregate have stress-volumetric strain curves and critical stress values very similar to those of conventional concretes. W. George et al [4] took RAC with different coarse aggregate replacement rate as the test specimen and pointed out that the peak strain corresponding to the maximum stress increases when increasing the RA replacement ratio. A new formula for calculating the peak strain of RAC is also proposed. M-L.Isabel et al [5] had obtained the stress-strain curves of each specimen with different RA replacement rate, the test results shown that failure strain was likewise observed to rise with the replacement rate, from 2.1‰ in the concrete with no recycled aggregate to 2.3‰ in the material with 50% recycled gravel and 2.5‰ when only recycled aggregate was used. T.Du et al [6] designed 12 prism specimens of 150 mm×150 mm×450 mm with the target compressive strength of C35, C45, C55 and C60. The complete stress-strain curves of RAC specimens were obtained by the experiment, and the shape of the complete stress-strain of RCA is similar with that of NAC, but the peak strain of RAC is much higher than that of NAC. Other scholars [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] have also carried out research on the peak strain of recycled aggregate concrete.
II. COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS OF RAC PEAK STRAIN TEST DATA

A. Collection of Peak Strain Test Data
In this paper, 6 groups experimental data of RAC which studied by scholars were collected, all data was published in authoritative journals [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . In order to achieve the research goal of peak strain, the following principles should be abided in the aspect of test data collection.
1. The experimental data sources: domestic and international authoritative academic journals.
2. Each set of test data at least consists of two or more than two data.
3. The test data in each group had at least one sample which recycled aggregate replacement rate is 0%.
4. Test specimens did not add ceramic, asphalt and other aggregate.
5. Recycled aggregate of test specimens have not been improved.
The details of all collected test data which used for proposing the equation of RAC peak strain are presented in Table Ⅰ . 
B. Analysis of Peak Strain Test Data
Based on the collected test data, the relationships among the peak strain, prism compressive strength and RA replacement level were discussed in this paper. Figure 1 shows the relationship between peak strain and prism compressive strength.
It can be seen from Fig. 1 that for the same prism compressive strength, there is a quite different on the peak strain; this reflects the differences of each test specimen in the production. When the compressive strength is in the range of 15MPa to 40MPa, the peak strain ranges between 1.5x10 -3 and 2.5x10 -3 . From the whole distribution of test data, the RAC peak strain decreased with the increasing of prism compressive strength, this is the reverse of NAC. So in the process of structural analysis and design, the peak strain of RAC cannot be replaced by the peak strain of NAC. [19] H.F.Yang [20] Figure 1. The relationship between peak strain and prism compressive strength of RAC [19] H.F.Yang [20] Figure 2. Effect of RA replacement level on the RAC peak strain, based on collected test data Fig. 2 presents the effect of RA replacement level on the peak strain. 4 groups of experimental data reflect the same rule that the RAC peak strain increased with the improvement of RA replacement level, the other 2 groups of experimental data have an inflection point when the RA replacement level is 30%. This figure also shows that the maximum peak strain for RAC with 100% RA content was around 35% higher than that of the corresponding NAC. All of these indicate that the replacement rate of RA has a significant effect on the peak strain.
The relationship between prism compressive strength and RA replacement level is shown in Fig. 3 . Similarly to the RAC peak strain which shown in Fig. 2 , the prism compressive strength is also related to the replacement rate of RA, among the collected test data, there are 5 groups showed that the RAC prism compressive strength decreased with the increasing of RA replacement rate, only 1 group data showed that the compressive strength increased when the replacement rate is 50%. The compressive strength for RAC with 100% RA content was around 7%~34% lower than that of the corresponding NAC, All groups of the test data showed the variation characteristics of nonlinear even though the variation range of some groups is not significantly. The disadvantages of equation (1) is lacking in the support of more experimental data, in order to get a better calculation equation of peak strain, this paper establishes a new equation according to the following steps:
1. Collect a large number of test data according to the principle of data collection in this paper.
2. Establishing the ratio relationship between RAC with different RA content and NAC on compressive strength. (Relationship 1 in Fig. 4) 3. Establishing the ratio relationship between RAC with different RA content and NAC on peak strain. (Relationship 3 in Figure 4) 4. Selecting the general calculation equation of peak strain according to literature [21] and Chinese code [22] . (Relationship 2 in Fig. 4) 5. Establishing the calculation equation of RAC peak strain according to the relationships shown in Fig. 4 . 
B. Derivation of Calculation Equation
Because of the recycled aggregate and natural aggregate selected by each scholar in their specimens is different, so in order to eliminate the error caused by the raw materials of specimens, this paper assumes that the sample with the replacement rate of 0 in each scholar's specimens is completely satisfied with the code of NAC. Based on this assumption, we can find the ratio relations between RAC and NAC. The prism compressive strength ratio relations of experimental data in each group plotted in Fig. 5 Table Ⅱ where 6 values can be seen for all groups of test data.
Similarly to prism compressive strength ratios, the peak strain ratios are shown in Fig. 6 . The slopes of straight lines in Fig. 6 are indicated by K 2 which is also given in Table Ⅱ . 
The weighted average value of K i can be calculated by the following equation:
Importing the K i values of Table Ⅱ into equation (5) The literature [21] and Chinese code [22] proposes the following expression for peak strain of NAC. 
Equation (6), (7) and (8) may therefore be used for the peak strain calculation equation of RAC, the expression is as follows:
(1 ) 700 172 10 (1 )
Taking i K values into the equation (9), the final calculation equation of RAC peak strain is: 
IV. CALCULATION RESULT ANALYSIS Eq (1) and Eq (10) incorporated the parameter of RA replacement rate, when this parameter is 0; the calculation value of equations is the peak strain of NAC. Table Ⅲ listed out the peak strain that calculated by Eq (1), Eq (10) and the value cited from codes. Table Ⅲ shows the deviation of NAC peak strain calculation value where it can be seen that the maximum deviation value of Eq (1) and Eq (10) is 25% and 0.2% by compared with Chinese code. Compared with EC2, the calculation errors of Eq (1) and Eq (10) are similar. It shows that the Eq (10) can well predict the peak strain of NAC.
For RAC with prism compressive strength of 30MPa, 40MPa, 50MPa, using the Eq (1) and Eq (10) to calculate the peak strain under different RA replacement level, the results shown in Fig. 7 Figure 7 . Comparison between Eq (1) and Eq (10) It shows that when RA replacement rate is among 0.8 to 0.9, there is a bulge on the calculation curve of Eq (1), this phenomenon cannot be explained by the previous experimental data. The calculation values of Eq (10) are generally less than that of Eq (1), the gap is most pronounced in low and high RA replacement level. Furthermore, the difference of calculation results of Eq (1) and Eq (10) is more significant with the increase of prism compressive strength; this is consistent with the comparison results in Table Ⅲ .
Values of Figure 8 . Calculation errors between equations and test data
From Fig. 8 , it can be seen that the calculation error of the Eq (10) is less than that of Eq (1), the average prediction error of Eq (1) and Eq (10) is 22.5% and 18.1%. So it is clear that for the same test data, the proposed expression given by Eq (10) is more suitable for the prediction of RAC peak stain.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a statistical analysis of peak strain test data was carried by new method. Based on the results of analysis, a new calculation equation was deduced for predicting the peak strain of RAC. The results of this study can provide reference for engineers and designers. The main conclusions of this paper are as follows:
1. The peak strain between RAC and NAC has a greater difference. For RAC, the RA replacement rate has a great influence on the peak strain.
2. The deduced equation of peak strain can achieve the seamless connection with the Chinese code which is suitable for both NAC and RAC.
3. Compared with the existing equations, the proposed equation in this paper can predict the RAC peak strain preferably.
